Marie Curie Post-doc Positions at Ca’ Foscari University of Venice

“Expression of Interest” for hosting Marie Skłodowska-Curie Fellows – Call 2019

1. Interested institution (legal person):
Ca’ Foscari University of Venice

2. Department:
Department of Linguistics and Comparative Cultural Studies
With its 22 taught languages (Albanian, American and British English, Bask, Brazilian, Bulgarian, Catalan, Czech, French, German, Italian sign language [LIS] and tactile LIS, modern Greek, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, South American and Castilian Spanish, and Swedish), the research interests of the Department of Linguistics and Comparative Cultural Studies cover a vast geographic area. The Department constantly seeks internationalization by activating joint programs, Erasmus exchange periods, and internships abroad, by publishing research outputs in prestigious international peer-reviewed journals, and by inviting Visiting Scholars and Professors.

3. Position, scientific requirements, topic, scientific panel:
Position:
Post-doc Position
Scientific requirements:
- PhD in Comparative Literature;
- Proficiency in two or more of the following languages: English (mandatory), French, German, Italian, Spanish;
- The fellow should have leadership abilities, international experience in research and teaching, and a promising record of publications in one or more of the following areas: Comparative Literature, Literary Theory, Intermedia Studies.

Topic(s):
We are interested in Marie Skłodowska-Curie research proposals covering the following topics:
1) Literature and emotions;
2) Literature and the environment;
3) Literature and the other arts.

Scientific Panel:
□ Chemistry (CHE)       □ Environment/Climate changes (ENV)
X Social Sciences and Humanities (SOC) □ Life Sciences (LIF)
□ Economic Sciences (ECO) □ Mathematics (MAT)
□ Information Science (ENG) □ Physics (PHY)

For further details, see the list of descriptors: http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/guides_for_applicants/h2020-guide-apply-mcea-if_en.pdf

4. Contact person:
Prof. Stefano Ercolino
Email: stefano.ercolino@unive.it

5. Deadline and proposal drafting:
Next MSCA-IF Call deadline is September 11th, 2019.
Drafting a Marie Curie proposal requires some time to be accurately revised and shared with the supervisor and the research advisors. Please contact us as soon as possible and no later than May 31st, 2019.

6. Further information:
Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual Fellowships – IF: http://www.unive.it/pag/28536/
Meet our fellows: http://www.unive.it/pag/30982/
Ca’ Foscari International Research Office, Individual Funding Unit – mariecurie@unive.it